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Systematic approach for pre-filter for state estimation based on wavelet analysis to detect and eliminate
bad data, is developed in this work. Unbiased (random/Gaussian) bad data such as, transient meter fail-
ures, transient meter malfunction, and measurements captured during system transients, are inherently
in the form of large abrupt change of short duration in a measurement-sequence. These should be
detected in pre-filtering stage because their presence poses an extra burden on post-SE bad data analysis.
The test results of the proposed pre-filter on two test systems establish that there is a significant reduc-
tion in the number of iterations required for bad data detection and elimination.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

State estimation (SE) algorithm fits the measurements on the
mathematical model of the power system in order to provide a reli-
able data-base for monitoring, security assessment, and control
functions. The presence of bad data among the measurements pro-
cessed by a least-squares estimator is, as a rule, detrimental to the
estimator’s performance, usually resulting in poor state estimates.
The methods reported so far, for bad data detection, involve pre-fil-
tering and post-filtering of measurement data using the concept of
inter-data consistency of the measurements taken as a snapshot
[1–6]. Explicitly erroneous data (bad data) can be rejected by
pre-filtering the measurements. However, the pre-filtering tests
can be used to detect bad data whose deviations are greater than
30 times the meter’s standard deviations [7]. In the context of
power system state estimation (PSSE), bad data are measurements
much more inaccurate than those which are assumed during
modeling [8]. In practice, bad data are caused by a variety of
reasons, such as failures in telemetry, communication links, defec-
tive meters, system transients and errors in modeling pseudo-
measurements.

The post-filtering of bad data is almost mandatory and is more
accurate in detection, identification and elimination of bad data
compared to the pre-filtering approach. Effective elimination of
bad data using post-filtering requires multiple state estimations
which are time consuming. In view of this, an efficient pre-filtering
approach is desired to reduce the time and computations.
ll rights reserved.
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The pre-filtering approaches, in general, use limit checks and/or
solve simplified system equations for detecting and identifying the
gross errors. An efficient pre-filtering algorithm can in fact signifi-
cantly improve the state estimator performance both in terms of
time and accuracy. Data pre-filtering has deserved relatively scarce
attention in the literature and available methods seem to be
mainly of heuristic nature. A lack of systematic procedures makes
room for application of new techniques to perform data pre-
filtering.

The advantage of a pre-filtering is explained with help of flow-
chart (Fig. 1), depicting the standard power system state estima-
tion and bad data elimination process. The purpose of pre-filtering
algorithm proposed in this work is to reduce the bad data at the
pre-filtering stage and thereby reducing the number of state esti-
mation and bad data detection and identification (BDDI) loop
iterations.

If the measurement characteristic and consistency of individual
measurement (samples of same measurement over a time interval,
i.e. measurement-sequence) are considered, the gross errors can be
detected more easily and effectively. The drawback of the conven-
tional approaches can be explained with the help of Fig. 2. Fig. 2
shows the measurements acquired at the control center. The data
xj

i indicates the measurement j taken at the time instant i. The col-
umn wise data, ‘measurement-snapshots,’ are a set of system mea-
surements taken as a snapshot at a particular instant of time
whereas, the row wise data, ‘measurement-sequences,’ are set of
individual measurements evolving over a period of time. The con-
ventional methods use the measurement-snapshot, say at kth in-
stant only and try to find the gross error through identification of
those measurements which misfit in the system model. But while
estimating the state variables of the model, the measurements
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Fig. 1. Flowchart depicting state estimation and bad data detection.
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with gross error are also used as independent variables. This
assumption leads to problems such as bad data smearing, multiple
bad data, and multiple state re-estimations, well known in state
estimation literature.

2. Literature review

Salefar and Zhao [9] in their work proposed a neural network
based pre-filter for on-line filtering of bad data due to meter mal-
function and fast transients. Once trained off-line, the ANN based
pre-filter may be used on-line to identify bad data before estima-
tion and thus improves the efficiency of the conventional state
estimators. The authors in their work concluded that designing a
complete set of training examples, choosing the right size of the
hidden layer, and actually training a network could be very tedious
and expensive. Thus, there is a possibility of an incorrect response
when a network is exposed to a new situation for which it has not
been trained. Do Coutto Filho et al. [10] used forecasting aided bad
data elimination algorithm to process bad data and data captured
during unpredictable sudden changes. The authors used the ANN
based forecaster for the purpose. Souza et al. [11] proposed pattern
analysis based approach using Group Method of Data Handling
(GMDH) and ANN approach for pre-filtering of bad data. However,
although GMDH reduces the training time by appropriately reduc-
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Fig. 2. Data considered by proposed metho
ing the input dimension, it is difficult to generate all type of possi-
ble system errors for effective training. A similar method was
proposed by Do Coutto Filho et al. [12] which uses the difference
in measurements of forecasted state by dynamic state estimator
and the current measurement to suspect bad data. However, the
method for filtering of bad data uses the traditional state estimator
and residual tests. Richard Andrew Wiltshire et al. [13] developed
short term alarming procedures based on statistics of power spec-
tral density of Kalman filter innovations, to detect the modal
changes in a large interconnected power system. There have been
recent literature on ANN based state estimator [14–18] and fuzzy
based state estimators [19,20] based on pattern recognition con-
cepts which can run faster than conventional state estimators.
However, the conventional WLSE based state estimators are still
the main stay due to their track-back capability during failures. It
is always easier to find the modeling defects as well as provide sys-
tem upgrade adaptability in conventional state estimators.

The concept proposed in the present work is a step further in
pre-filtering analysis in the sense that uses systematic analysis of
the measurement-sequences. It uses row wise measurements
(measurement-sequence) as well as column wise measurements
(measurement-snapshots) as data in pre-filtering stage for detec-
tion, identification, and removal of the bad data as well as detect-
ing major system changes and meter malfunctions. It uses well
established wavelet analysis method for detection of bad data
and sudden changes avoiding the problems of ANN based methods
such as insufficient and inappropriate training. An ideal bad data
pre-filter for state estimator should:

(i) Detect, identify and eliminate the bad data points in the pre-
filtering stages of state estimation.

(ii) Detect and identify permanent meter failure and meter mal-
functions in the systems for unbiased bad data.

(iii) Detect and monitor the major system changes due to line, load
and generator switching in/out using analog measurements.

3. Wavelet analysis

Wavelet transform analysis has been applied in various on-line
and off-line decision and analysis functions such as fault location
and estimation [21–24], short-term disturbance modeling and
analysis [25,26], transient analysis [27], and relaying [28–30].

It is shown in later sections that abruptness of the measurement
is one of the characterizing feature of a measurement with bad
data. The wavelet analysis of the data basically decomposes the
data in two parts namely a smooth or slowly varying low fre-
quency component and the abrupt or fast changing high frequency
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component. Also, the more important feature is that, while decom-
posing the data in high and low frequency components it retains
the time identity of the instant in terms of when those frequencies
appeared in the said data. The accuracy of time instant information
is high for high frequency whereas the same is less accurate for low
frequency; the phenomenon well known as uncertainty principle.
This is because of lower scales (i.e. high frequencies) the time
information is more precise whereas for higher scales (low fre-
quencies) the frequency information is more precise than the time
information [31]. With wavelet transform, it is possible to extract
frequency information in time domain by decomposing the signal
with short scale of window for high frequency band while with
long window scale for low frequency band using scale and shift
technique. This is an important feature which is used as an identi-
fying feature of a bad data and therefore the reconstructed high
frequency component are used to identify the abruptness in the
measurement.

A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of a signal x½k�; k ¼ 1;2;
3; . . . ;n is obtained by passing it simultaneously through a high-
pass, h(n), and a low-pass, g(n), filters.

The filter outputs, down-sampled by 2, give the following rela-
tion for high-pass and low-pass filters, respectively.

yhigh½n� ¼
X1

k¼�1
x½k� � h½2n� k� ð1Þ

ylow½n� ¼
X1

k¼�1
x½k� � g½2n� k� ð2Þ

The wavelet coefficients obtained through the high-pass and
low-pass filters are called detail and approximation coefficients,
respectively.

The detail and the approximation coefficients can be used to
reconstruct the original signal when used together. Also they can
be used separately to reconstruct the high frequency and low fre-
quency components of the original signal. The detailed coefficients
reconstruct the high frequency component of the signal thereby
showing the time instants at which the measurement-sequence
has high frequencies (changed abruptly). Thus, reconstructing the
detail coefficients gives the information of time instants at which
the measurement-sequence has changed abruptly. To detect
abruptness, detection of instants at which high frequencies present
are only required, therefore, in the later sections only detailed coef-
ficients are used and discussed.

In the present work ‘db10’ has been taken as mother wavelet.
The other type of wavelets were also tried and were found to have
similar performance. The ‘db10’ is used in the present work for
illustrative purposes only; other could also be used instead.

 

 

4. Problem formulation and proposed method

The proposed method removes those measurement-snapshots
which contain unbiased bad data; thus passing the snapshots which
contain biased bad data only. The significant reduction in number of
bad data points in the measurement-snapshots will avoid addi-
tional computations required for re-estimations during bad data
identification and elimination process. The proposed method does
not eliminate or replace the existing post-estimation bad data anal-
ysis which is a comprehensive simultaneous study of the network
model and measurements; rather it reduces the use of post-filtering
analysis routine thereby enhancing the performance of the tradi-
tional state estimations through pre-filtering of measurement data.

Given the measurement data, the static state estimator calcu-
lates the system states in steady state. The static state estimators
normally run in interval of every 2–3 min, however, the measure-
ment data scan cycles obtained through telemetry are of order of
0.1 s to few seconds. Thus, there is sufficient time available for
the pre-filter to process the measurement-sequences. In measure-
ment acquisition usually some signal processing techniques are
necessary to assure the quality of the measurement itself. Proposed
method could be placed along with the other SCADA functions.

The static state estimators are used to derive those control and
monitoring functions that are associated with power system oper-
ating under normal, slowly varying conditions i.e. the slow changes
in the state of the system, or large changes on the long time scale,
but not with abrupt large changes on very short time scale [32].
In view of the above practical situation, the characteristics of the
measurements and their detection, based on reconstruction from
detailed wavelet coefficients, can be made in the following manner.

4.1. Noise (error of 2–5% of meter range)

This may occur due to following reasons:

(1) Meter noise.
(2) Telemetry noise.

The reconstructed-detailed-coefficient will not show any large
abrupt change for such a measurement-sequence. Thus, the recon-
structed-detailed-coefficients will remain below pre-defined
threshold which is tuned to the value of noise level
(THGROSS � noise). The proposed pre-filter is not intended to cor-
rect or de-noise such a measurement-sequence.

4.2. Gross errors (error above 15% of meter range)

The gross errors normally occur due to following reasons.

4.2.1. Transient meter and/or telemetry malfunctions
Such a gross error will occur at few instants in only one or very

few of the measurement-sequences for a chosen window. The
reconstructed-detail-coefficients will show large abrupt change
at such instants in those measurement-sequences. These large
abrupt changes will cause the reconstructed-detailed-coefficients
to show the values above THGROSS at those instants.

4.2.2. Permanent meter and/or telemetry failure/malfunctions
The malfunction in meter and/or telemetry starts producing

gross error permanently and starts showing large errors in almost
all the samples of the meter or the telemetry link in question. The
reconstructed-detailed-coefficients signal will show the noise level
above THGROSS in most of the samples. Therefore, if the recon-
structed-detailed-coefficients start showing large number of data
points above the threshold it can be concluded that it is a perma-
nent meter failure of unbiased nature.

4.2.3. Transient measurements (measurements captured during power
swings or other transients)

Such gross errors occur in a number of measurement-sequences
at a particular instant (of transient). The reconstructed-detailed-
coefficients will show abrupt change in those measurement-se-
quences at the corresponding instant. Since, the measurement-
snapshot of this type is not used for state estimation [32]; it is
desirable to eliminate such measurement-snapshots from the mea-
surement-sequences.

4.3. Measurement transitions

4.3.1. Fast change in data due to switching actions (load rejection, line
outage, etc.)

In such cases, the change in the set point will be reflected in
the detailed coefficients as in case of gross errors. However, such
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transitions are reflected in large number of measurements. Con-
sider a case of switching in/out of a line, the flows in almost all
the lines (or most of the lines in a large system) will change
abruptly. The threshold crossing will be reflected at the same
time instant in almost all the related measurements. Thus, fast
changes in data due to switching actions can be detected when
reconstructed-detailed-coefficients show values higher than
THGROSS in large number of measurements at the same time
instants.

 

 

4.3.2. Slow transition of measurements (in small time range) in normal
operating conditions

Slow transitions are encountered in normal operating situa-
tions. The reconstructed-detail-coefficients will not show any
abrupt change for such a data window indicating normal operation.
4.3.3. Biased gross errors
These errors are of special kind and occur due to wrong assump-

tion or wrongly entered data-base item. Such examples are; incor-
rect tap-setting value saved in a data-base, incorrectly entered
status of un-metered switch/ circuit breakers, assumed incorrect
polarity of a measured item, and permanently failed meter or
telemetry link stuck-up at a particular value [33]. These types of
errors normally occur in newly installed measurement system or
part of a system. Such errors can only be detected through rigorous
post-estimation bad data analysis along with engineering judg-
ment and intuition.

From the above discussion, it is obvious that all the erroneous
measurement samples containing gross errors and transients can
be detected and eliminated keeping only the normal signals i.e.
Fig. 3. Algorithm for gr
the noise and slow transition signal samples. The algorithm, de-
picted in Fig. 3, shows the methodology along with typical values
used in the work to eliminate the gross error samples. In the said
algorithm, steps from 2 to 6 are treated as one pass through the
wavelet analysis.

Ledwich and Palmer [34] introduced the experimentally moti-
vated hypothesis that disturbance inputs to the power systems
(corresponding to such aspects as load changes) can be well mod-
eled as integrated white noise. The assumption of 2% as noise and
more than 15% as gross error, in the present work, is only indica-
tive of the error ranges normally encountered in practice. There
is no clear indication of exact values for these parameters in liter-
ature. In fact, the estimated noise range is the only choice in actual
practice for state estimation, because of the large number of mea-
surement and absence of viable data. The ranges of such data are
30r [1], 5r – 20r [14] and 20% or higher of the meter range [20]
for bad data, and 2r [14] and 8% (±4%)of the meter range [20] for
normal noise.

The effectiveness of the proposed method is first demonstrated
on measurements obtained from sample power system shown in
Fig. 4. The actual values and corresponding measurements (X’s) ac-
quired are also shown in Fig. 4. The studies are also carried out for
IEEE 14-bus test system and the summary of results for both the
systems is presented in Table 1. Following matrices and matrix
equations are defined.

X ¼ Cþ R ð3Þ

and

Xk ¼ Ck þ Rk ðat kth instantÞ ð4Þ
oss error detection.
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Fig. 4. Sample 3-bus system.

Table 1
Overall gross error elimination for sample system and IEEE 14-bus system.

Sample system IEEE 14-bus

Total number of samples 75,600
(5400 � 14)

432,000
(5400 � 80)

Number of gross error samples 2807 3007
Number of samples rejected after

ITT = 1
29,049 (38.90%)
(2074)

30,112 (7%)
(2157)

Number of samples rejected after
ITT = 2

29,452 (38.96%)
(2103)

31,002 (7%)
(2239)

Correct detection after ITT = 1 99% 99%
Correct detection after ITT = 2 99.8% 99.6%
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In the above set of equations qk
i is the actual value of the mea-

sured quantity, i, at the kth instant; ek
i is the random noise (or gross

error) added to the actual value i, at the kth instant; and xk
i is the

corresponding measurement. The n and m are respectively the
number of measurement-sequences and the number of samples
of each measurement taken for wavelet analysis.

For generating test cases, the methodology of Refs. [36–38] was
adopted. The white noise of ±2%, of the meter range was consid-
ered as normal noise and noise greater than ±15% of the meter
range was considered as gross error. The gross errors are assumed
to be present in 3–5 randomly selected samples of any of the mea-
surement-sequence. For meter malfunction the random noise of
±15%, of the meter range is assumed to be continuously present
in large number of samples in a particular measurement-sequence.

5. Simulation results

In the system of Fig. 4, data samples for 5400 instants were gen-
erated. For the sample system the total number of measurement–
sequences, n, is 12. A window length (m) of 128 samples was se-
lected for wavelet analysis. In a data window, set of five measure-
ment-sequences were chosen such that one measurement-
sequence has no gross errors or meter malfunction. Three mea-
surement-sequences from the above are such that each has gross
errors at 3–5 instants, and one measurement–sequence has a me-
ter malfunction. This typical set of five measurement-sequences is
chosen for demonstration of three cases, i.e. cases 1–3. All the sam-
ples were time stamped to retain their time identity, so that the
samples obtained after wavelet analysis and the original samples
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could be compared appropriately. The threshold (THGROSS) em-
ployed was 2% of the meter range. The development of different
test cases and results for these test cases using proposed method
of wavelet analysis are described in the following sections.

 

 

5.1. Case 1: measurements without gross errors

The wavelet analysis of measurement-sequence, X2, containing
no gross error i.e. having normal noise only, is presented in this
case. This case is considered to demonstrate the fact that measure-
ment-sequence without gross errors, do not show values larger
than the THGROSS in the corresponding reconstructed-detailed-
coefficients.

The measurement, X2, corresponding to variable, |V3|, is indi-
cated in Fig. 5a. The large abrupt drop in voltage at the 100th sam-
ple is due to outage of lines 2–3 at that instant. The percentage
absolute difference between the actual variable, |V3|, and the corre-
sponding measurement, X2, denoted by % |R2|, is indicated in
Fig. 5b showing the noise of 2% as expected in the actual value of
the measurement, |V3|. Fig. 5c shows the percent absolute value
of reconstructed-detailed-coefficients, R2,d1, denoted by % |R2,d1|,
obtained after the first pass. Fig. 5d shows the percent absolute-
reconstructed-detailed coefficients, R2,d2, denoted by % |R2,d2|, ob-
tained after the second pass. In Fig. 5c and d, it can be observed
that there are numerous instants having error markings of �1%.
These error marking of �1% corresponds to that time instant (k),
where the reconstructed-detailed-coefficient value crossed the
THGROSS for the given measurement-snapshot in any of the mea-
surement-sequences. The error marking of �1% is due to those xk

i

in which gross error was found in any of the measurement-se-
quence. This is in accordance with step 3 of Algorithm 1. If xk

i is hav-
ing gross error then the corresponding measurement-snapshot,
Xk ¼ ½xk

1; x
k
2; . . . ; xk

n�
T , is to be eliminated from the matrix, X. All such

snapshots are given an error marking of �1% in Fig. 7c and d and
other such figures to follow. Thus, samples which are removed
(having error marking of �1%) actually correspond to gross errors
and signal transitions (abrupt switching) present in other measure-
ment-sequences and not related to measurement-sequence X2.

Thus, as desired, no gross errors are indicated in this case.
2Χ

%| 2Σ |

%|
1,2 d

Σ

%|
2,2 d

Σ | 

| 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 5. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of me
5.2. Case 2: meter malfunction

The measurement-sequence, X1, corresponding to variable, |V2|,
is indicated in Fig. 6a. The measurement-sequence, X1, has large
number of gross errors indicating meter malfunction. The percent
absolute difference between the actual variable, |V2|, and the corre-
sponding measurement, X1, denoted by % |R1|, is indicated in
Fig. 6b. Fig. 6b shows gross errors in all the samples after 43rd in-
stant. Thus, there are large number of samples (>NLARGE) crossing
the THGROSS. Fig. 6c and d shows that Algorithm 1 assigns an error
marking of �1 to all the samples of the measurement-sequence
indicating that all the samples are to be rejected and there is a me-
ter malfunction corresponding to this measurement- sequence.

For such a case, whole of the measurement-sequence, X1, is re-
jected and is not included for state estimation. The existence of
such a situation is flagged for correction or repair of meter or the
communication link. However, the meter stuck-up at a particular
value cannot be detected by the proposed method but can easily
be detected by post-estimation bad data analysis.
5.3. Case 3: transient meter malfunctions/transient telemetry
malfunctions/system transients

The measurement-sequences, X13, X11, and X10 corresponding to
actual values, Q23, P13 and P23, respectively are indicated in Figs. 7a,
8a and 9a. These measurement- sequences contain gross errors due
to transient meter malfunctions/ transient telemetry malfunctions/
system transients. The percent absolute difference between the ac-
tual variables and the corresponding measurements, denoted by
%|R13|, %|R11|, and %|R10|, are indicated in Figs. 7b, 8b, and 9b,
respectively, showing the large percent absolute differences at
the instants of gross errors. Thus, large number of samples cross
THGROSS. Figs. 7c, 8c, and 9c show the percent absolute recon-
structed-detailed-coefficients denoted by %|R13,d1|, %|R11,d1|, and
%|R10,d1|, respectively obtained after the first pass. The samples
which are to be removed have error marking of �1% on the same
figures. Samples which are removed actually correspond to gross
errors and signal transitions (abrupt switching) present in other
measurement-sequences. These are the samples removed from
asurement without gross errors.
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Fig. 6. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of measurement with permanent meter malfunction.
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Fig. 7. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of measurement with gross errors.
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all the measurement-sequences as reported in the earlier case, case
A.

It is observed from Figs. 7d, 8d and 9d that there is elimination
of extra samples (around instant 50) in the second pass of the algo-
rithm even though the gross error are eliminated after the first
pass. This elimination of extra samples is due to the abrupt change
which appears after the relocation of two measurement-sequences
obtained after removal of some of the snapshots during first pass.

5.4. Case 4: overall statistics

Fig. 10a–d shows the complete wavelet analysis for particular
measurement-sequence X8 for 5400 samples. A complete scenario
of a said measurement for 5400 instants is depicted in Fig. 10a. It is
observed that the smooth changes are not flagged, even though the
values change considerably; however, the abrupt changes and
gross errors are detected successfully by the proposed method.
The overall statistics for total number of sample, number of gross
errors, and number of data eliminated after first and the second
pass for the two test systems is given in Table 1. The number of
gross errors per window for the sample system and IEEE 14-bus
system are same. For the sample system, the amount of data rejec-
tion is almost 40% of the total number of samples.

This is due to following reasons: (i) all the samples in a rejected
measurement-snapshot due to gross error in single measurement
are counted individually and (ii) in the cases of meter malfunction,
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Fig. 8. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of measurement with gross errors.
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Fig. 9. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of measurement with gross errors.
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even if only NLARGE data samples actually show gross errors; sam-
ples in the whole measurement-sequence are counted as rejected
samples. In fact, the actual number of measurement-snapshots (in-
stants) rejected is quite low and even less than the number of gross
errors. This is because some of the gross errors are overlapping. The
actual number of instants rejected is indicated in Table 1 in bold
face.

Table 2 shows the advantage gained in terms of the number of
iterations saved during state estimation when the proposed pre-
filter is incorporated. The WLSE state estimator was employed as
the state estimation routine with residual analysis for BDDI was
used to test the efficacy of the proposed method. The general
pre-filtering limit checks were incorporated in both the instances
(with and without proposed pre-filter). Table 2 shows the number
of iterations required in the state estimation and post-SE BDDI (SE-
BDDI) loop. It can be observed that the average number of itera-
tions in SE-BDDI loops were considerably reduced showing the
effectiveness of the proposed filter. The average number of itera-
tion is calculated as the ratio of total number of iterations required
for the converged cases to that of total number of converged cases.
The converged cases correspond to those, in which the system
could remain observable after the elimination of bad data. When
the proposed pre-filter is used, the number of iterations in SE-BDDI
loops was almost negligible and only in few cases the errors could
escaped to SE-BDDI loop.

The programs for the proposed method and conventional WLSE
were coded in MATLAB [35] software and run on a Compaq PIV ma-
chine. The sparsity feature was utilized for WLSE method and the
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Fig. 10. (a–d) Wavelet analysis of measurement 5400 data samples showing gross errors and permanent meter malfunction.

Table 2
Iterations required in the state estimation and post-SE BDDI (SE-BDDI) loop.

System 3-
Bus

IEEE 14-
bus

Number of cases tested 5400 5400
Converged cases 4215 2942
Average number of iterations of SE-BDDI loop. 2.5 3.8
Average number of iterations of SE-BDDI loop with

proposed pre-filter
0.01 0.01
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tolerance of 0.00001 was taken as convergence criteria. The com-
putation times reported in the following lines are mean time for
540 test cases since the time will be different due to different num-
ber of iterations for the same system in different loading and ran-
dom errors. The time required for the proposed method, i.e. pre-
filter with WLSE was found to be 0.12 s, as compared to 0.26 s
for the WLSE without pre-filter in case of IEEE 14-bus system (80
measurements). The time required for IEEE 57-bus system (186
measurements) is 2.24 s for the proposed method as against
4.57 s for the conventional method. The time taken for IEEE 118-
bus system (371 measurements) for the proposed method was
5.62 s, whereas the WLSE took 8.87 s. The wavelet decomposition
can, in fact, be performed in parallel for all the measurements.
Thus, the time for pre-filtering remains same irrespective of the
number of measurements. The time taken for such a computation
was of the order of few milliseconds (3 ms) which is considerably
small compared to actual SE routine.

5.5. Case 5: on-line monitoring/detection of major system changes

It can be observed that after making the two passes through the
wavelet analysis, all the gross errors are removed. The examination
of the large noise values in the remaining data shows that they
only correspond to system switching (major system changes) such
as line outage, generation outage, and load rejection. In such cases,
the large values of the reconstructed-detailed-coefficients exhibit a
special characteristic that they appear in large number of measure-
ments at almost same time instants. Therefore, values greater than
the THGROSS at the same time instants in large number of mea-
surements, indicate that a system switching has occurred. How-
ever, the line or load cannot be identified but since there would
be only few such changes in a window (of say 128 s) it can be used
as a mechanism to detect and verify the topology changes shown
by the status measurements.
6. Discussion

If the threshold value is too low (less than the noise range of the
meter) large number of samples will be removed and if it is too
high then many bad data samples may pass through wavelet anal-
ysis undetected. It is found that not more than two passes (TOTA-
L_ITT = 2) are sufficient to get excellent results; at least 99% of bad
data are detected and eliminated. One percent of bad data pass
through the second iteration because of following two reasons.

(1) Samples at the end (sample number 128) or the beginning
(sample number 1) are seen as a large discontinuity by discrete
wavelet transform. However, this can be avoided by not consider-
ing the reconstructed-detailed-coefficients for last two samples;
i.e. the two samples will never be used.

(2) The second reason is a specific type of bad data wherein all
subsequent samples have noise of same sign and almost same
magnitude, making the bad data to be almost constant for a rea-
sonable amount of time (i.e. of sufficiently low frequency). The
sample at beginning and the end are successfully detected. How-
ever, remaining part of bad data passes undetected for such a mea-
surement-sequence.

The method proposed in the paper is for pre-filtering which is
obviously very different from normally performed post-SE bad data
analysis. The post-SE bad data analysis should be performed for
elimination of biased bad data such as, time skew, meter malfunc-
tion of biased kind (meter stuck-up at steady value), and conform-
ing bad data. These bad data are difficult to detect in any
measuring system and up to an extent can be detected through
post-SE bad data analysis only.

In fact, unbiased (random/Gaussian) bad data such as, transient
meter failures, transient meter malfunction, and measurements
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captured during system transients, are inherently in the form
of large abrupt change of short duration in the measurement-
sequence. These should be detected in pre-filtering stage because
their presence poses an extra burden on post-SE bad data analysis.

The pre-filter in proposed method is developed to remove mea-
surement-snapshots having ‘‘unbiased” bad data. In addition to the
above, the proposed method also detects and flags the large
changes such as, load rejection, pick up, and line outage, which
provide important information about the system conditions to
the system operator. In this sense the proposed method also per-
forms on-line data monitoring functions.

The noise level is a system characteristic and is usually esti-
mated. The threshold (THGROSS) is kept slightly higher than the
noise level so that the measurements with noise pass through
the filter but those with the bad data are detected. The threshold
is a tunable parameter.

7. Conclusion

The application of wavelet analysis for systematic approach to
pre-filtering bad data has been implemented and tested in this
work. The studies show that wavelet analysis can be applied for
bad data elimination with excellent bad data filtering capabilities
in pre-filtering stage. A large reduction in number of SE-BDDI loop
iterations is observed. Thus, the proposed pre-filter avoids multiple
state re-estimations and bad data elimination cycles resulting in
considerable saving in time and improvement in the efficiency of
the state estimator. The on-line detection of major system changes
are added advantage of the method.
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